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VANISHING TEMPLES—
THE LOSS OF REGIONAL AREAS AND RELIGION
Nikkei Business Reporter and
Vice-Head Priest of Shogakuji Temple
Hidenori Ukai
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Temples and Attrition in Regional Areas
■”Temples That May Disappear,” based on former Minister of Internal Affairs Hiroya Masuda’s
“Cities That May Disappear” ■
• In May 2014, private research institute the Japan Policy Council (Chairman: former Minister of

Internal Affairs Hiroya Masuda) released a list of 896 municipalities that may disappear in the future,
shocking their residents and others involved with the communities. The institute noted that if the
population flow to major cities continues, and the number of young women further declines, then
49.8% of municipalities in Japan may disappear by 2040.
• In Akita Prefecture, all municipalities except for Ogata are in the “may disappear” category, and

many municipalities in Aomori Prefecture (87.5%) and Shimane Prefecture (84.2%) may also
disappear in the future.
• There are many religious corporations located in these cities that may disappear. Dr. Kenji Ishii,

head of the Faculty of Shinto Studies at Kokugakuin University, has noted that “It is not possible for
only the temples and shrines to survive if the cities disappear.”

• Dr. Ishii calculated an estimate of how many religious corporations were in cities that may disappear

(on next page). He found that of 176,670 religious corporations, 62,971 (35.6%) are located in cities
that may disappear.
•

Looking at the ratio by sect of traditional Buddhist temples included in this number gives the
following results: Koyasan Shingon-shu 45.5%, Soto-shu 42.1 %, Tendai-shu 35.8 %, Rinzai-shu
Myoshinji-ha 34.7 %, Nichiren-shu 34.3 %, Jodo Shin-shu Honganji-ha 32 %, Shin-shu Otani-ha
28.5 %, Jodo-shu 25.2%. The ratio for shrines in the Association of Shinto Shrines is 41%.
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Temples That May Disappear by Sect
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Studies by Different Religious Organizations
[Jodo-shu]

The Jodo-shu established a Committee on Problems Facing Temples in 2004 to
study the operation of temples in depopulated areas and priests running multiple temples. This report
was a survey specifically of temples in depopulated areas, and was published in the June 2014 issue
of Shuho. This sect has a relatively high number of temples in metropolitan areas, but the difficulty of
operating temples in depopulated areas can still be seen.
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Examples of Vanishing
Temples
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Temples in Depopulated Areas: Case ①
・In Aizubange, Fukushima, there are 13 temples all operated
by one temple (Jodo-shu)
・Since there is still one temple per village, as the population
declines in the villages more of those temples become vacant
・The number of temples without a resident priest has been
increasing since the Meiji period, and in recent years another
three temples became vacant
・Some temples operating other temples have themselves
become vacant, leading to doubly indirect management of the
temples they operated
・In some cases, the income of the main temple is decreasing
and they can only continue operating thanks to the other
temples they manage
・Buddhist statues are being stolen from vacant temples
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Temples in Depopulated Areas: Case ②
• Three years ago, a young lay priest (zaike) became the

resident priest of Myorenji Temple on Ukujima, an island
in the Goto Islands, Nagasaki
• A former resident priest said “No one will come to this
island,” and fled back to Honshu
• The parishioners (danka) fixed up the kitchen building
(kuri) in order to welcome the new priest
• The island used to prosper with whaling and abalone
fishing. The wealthy parishioners supported 11 temples
• However, with the decline of the whaling and fishing
industries, issues common to remote islands
accelerated the temples’ decline. Now, four temples are
vacant
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Temples in Depopulated Areas: Case ③
• The Iwami area of Shimane prospered due to a silver mine,

•
•
•

•
•

and there were so many temples they were called the “100
Temples of Iwami” in the Edo period.
The merging of temples cannot be carried out fast enough to
match the pace of depopulation.
Vacant temples have been turned into community centers in
villages where the population is mostly seniors.
Temples not included on maps or car navigation systems. A
temple where the head priest (in name only) lives in Kyoto,
and brings his disciples once a year for a strange gathering.
Local parish leaders saying “There are less parishioners with
each funeral.”
The Jodo-shu holds services in Tokyo for the Iwami parish.
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Temples in Depopulated Areas: Case ④
• In Rikuzentakata, Iwate, during the March 11, 2011 tsunami 301

•
•
•
•
•

people in 220 households that were parishioners of Jodo-shu temples
lost their lives.
Since the Buddhist names given to the dead (kaimyo) followed a
specific set of rules, some overlapped.
The offering for funerals was uniformly 5000 yen. → Even four years
after the disaster, 5000 yen offerings became standard in the area.
With the parishioners and temples both struggling, it is difficult to
return the average of offerings to what it was before the disaster.
Normal houses can receive aid from the government, but religious
facilities cannot due to the separation of church and state.
As they help bring communities together, temples should be the focal
points for reconstruction, but in reality more and more temples are
vanishing.
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Efforts by Head
Priests
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Efforts by Head Priests ①
• Fumihiro Shibata of the Rinzai-shu Myoshinji-ha is the former

•

•
•

•

•

president of Yokogawa Electric Corporation’s American
corporation.
When he was younger, he attended a Zen meditation group
and became interested in Buddhism.
After retirement, he trained and became a Buddhist priest, then
took over a vacant temple in Nagano.
The temple only has one family of parishioners, but it is also
used for corporate training exercises.
Former business people have an easier time taking over
vacant temples, as they have retirement benefits and
pensions→ having fewer parishioners might also make things
easier.
Having personally experienced how difficult it is for seniors to
become priests, he helped develop a training school for seniors.
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Efforts by Head Priests ②
• Young priests establishing temples with the system for

opening temples in Tokyo
• Proselytizing to the young generation that doesn’t have
Buddhist altars at home as the population of Tokyo
suburbs continues to increase
• At first they were viewed as a suspicious religion, but their
funeral services were well received, and they gained
many parishioners
• Without trying to engage in profitable activities, they
maintain their stance as priests
・As a result they have won people over and increased the
number of parishioners. → Is it really true that Tokyo
residents are becoming less interested in temples and
religion?
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